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Memorandum 

Mr. Mohr 

Ton D. DeLoach 

} , 
CASSASSINATION OF THE PRESIDENT _ 

ee J Solr FO pe | 
’ 

pecial Assistant to the President, told me on i 

m Dallas, Texas. In Dallas 
,3 

Walter’ Jenkins, ‘s 

9/64 that a friend of his had just returned fro 

“ins' friend had allegedly met with one of our Special Agents. This Agent had 

inerly been assigned to the New Orleans Office. The Agent told Jenkins’ friend 

. he had been transferred from New Orleans as a result of getting into difficulty 

h a woman in the French quarter. 

The alleged Agent also reportedly told Jenkins’ friend that he assisted | 

‘he investigation of the Oswald case and that Oswald, prior to his murder, was . 

initely an FBI informant. The "Agent" stated that FBI files in Washington would. 
i ) _ ) 

ove this fact. 
\ / OG 

I told Jenkins that while I doubted very seriously that any of our om 

i furnished this fact to his "friend, " that at the same time we, of course, would | 

cke a check and find out if the description given this "Agent" fitted any of our people. 

-sked Jenkins if he would mind letting us interview his friend. He stated that the ~ 

formation had been furnished him in confidence and he preferred not to reveal the | 

entity of this fellow. He stated he wanted to let us know, however, that he had made 

very clear to his friend that this was an old rumor that had arisen time and again, ; 

d that the FBI had branded it as being completely false. Jenkins stated there was *, : 

» questioa in his mind regarding the falsity of this matter. 
: 

aw 
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ECOMM,:NDATION: 
—_——— 

Despite the fact that this matter has beentied down as being false, 

is cons‘dered desirable to review personnel files of Agents in Dallas to find out if 

ny of the Agents have been transferred there from New Orleans for a type of 

isciplina vy problem as described above. If there is such an Agent he should be 

matter. It is, therefore, suggested this memorandum be 

aterview:d regarding this 

orwardec to the Domestic Intelligence Division for appropriate action. 
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